Why did you return to Ukraine?
- Max, I can’t answer everything.
I need to know about your security situation.
- I am afraid of many things.
Dutch public beliefs that you are a pro-Russian provocateur and Omtzigt who helped you.
Your plan was to support the Russian version, Boeing was killed by military aircraft. This is what journalists say they
can prove from a secret sound.
- It's all a lie. Neither Pieter nor I drew any conclusions or speculations. You were presented it that way. Your
country needs people like Pieter. I never had and I do not have any plan. I have a position. The decision should be
fair, punishing the guilty. If it happened to Pieter [then] think about what position I am in. There is no guilt. There
was not enough time, so the mistake happened, [mistake] that has nothing to do with anything. This [ mistake]
was used by those for whom it was profitable. And no one discussed any versions.
- And I did not talk about a version, I was talking about what was happening there.
- It’s about people, who lived there, saw it and talked about it . Not me.
- Concerning the mistake. If they gave me an opportunity to speak, not only to ask a question, this would not had
happened . At least with Pieter [typing mistake in the original text]. At least with Pieter. That's why I want to know
what did the interpreter Alexander said on my behalf. Because I did not expect such an answer. I was shocked.
- Max, I really want to help Pieter.
I ask differently: it seemed that Peter wanted to give you a platform for advancing the theory of military jet planes.
He even wrote in sms what you have to say. What do you think?
- Nobody gave me instructions and there was no collusion.
So, the logic of the press version: you went to Holland to make history. Your motivation is political. Help Russia and
question the official Dutch version with Buk. After that, you went to Sweden and now returned to Ukraine. But in
Ukraine you are afraid, because SBU has already interrogated you before. And the Security Service suspects you to
be a pro-Russian element.
- The logic of the press version was not true and it was not reliable. I did not discuss this topic with anyone but you,
Pieter and Jeroen.
That evening, you wanted to show your sympathy to people who had lost loved ones. You did not have a hidden
agenda? When did you first meet with Jeroen? In addition, I need to understand how the press wrote its history.
- I don’t have any hidden agenda. I did not have any plans to impose any version on the investigation or people
there.
- We all lost many people. And we know what does it mean. And [my] sympathy is sincere.
1 To express condolences to family and friends.
2 To describe briefly what was happening in those days.
3 and to express hope that this crime will be solved as soon as possible and that the perpetrators will receive fair
and just punishment they deserve.

